We show how a series of satellite images used in conjunction with data derived from a digital terrain model can be used to monitor salinity in farmland. Using these data, a conditional probability network (CPN) is constructed to produce salinity maps. The maps are the result of combining uncertain information in images with uncertain knowledge or rules, where the rules are of a temporal and spatial nature. A specific model for extending conditional probability networks to handle the case of spatial context is given. To implement this model requires minor modifications to existing code for handling non-spatial CPN's.
probability of one of belonging to a particular class does not imply that a class label is correct but simply that the ground cover is spectrally similar to a specific training class and not to any of the other training classes.
The landform map was derived from a digital terrain model using the methods described in [2] . Basically, landform categories were obtained by stratifying a water accumulation map into two broad classes called hilltops and valleys. Since the cutoff used to discretise the water accumulation map was somewhat arbitrary, uncertainty was introduced at the class boundaries. This was done by creating two probability surfaces, one for each class, with the probability of a particular class occurring at a specific location depending on the distance of its water accumulation value from the cutoff.
The uncertainties in the classification labels and landform boundaries were explicitly propagated through subsequent calculations. For more details see [2] , [3] and [4] .
The conditional probability network model
The model we developed can be represented graphically as in Figure 1 below. In the figure, the boxes denote observed images or maps while the circles denote unobserved images or maps. The classified images are denoted as C89, C90, C93 and C94 respectively, while the landform image is denoted by L. We wish to predict the unobserved true ground cover images T89, T90, T93 and T94, given the observed images.
The selection of an appropriate CPN graph is an important issue. For this example, we chose an intuitively reasonable structure. Interviewing experts in the subject matter, fitting models to a large sparse contingency table [5] or a combination of both are other methods for choosing a graph. Yet another alternative is to choose a model by minimising prediction error on a validation set of ground-truth data. Intuitively, the graph can be thought of as specifying parent-child relationships amongst the nodes of the graph, or equivalently, the images they represent. The parents of a particular child are the set of nodes with arrows pointing to that child. The arrows convey the notion that the parents directly "influence" their children. In Figure 1 we see that landform influences the true images which in turn influence the classifications derived from the satellite images. We also note that the true image at a particular time is influenced by the landform image and the immediately preceding true image. Influence is defined by a table of probabilities associated with each node (probabilistic rules). These tables define the probability of a class label at a particular point in an image given the class labels of its parent images at the same point and possibly at neighbouring points (see below). Note that the graph completely specifies the rules required by the system; however, the probabilities for the rules need to be supplied. There can also be assumptions of spatial correlation or independence amongst pixels in an image. For more details about these types of models, see Section 4, [1] and [6] .
In terms of conditional independence constraints, there are other models which are equivalent to the model corresponding to Figure 1 . For example, omitting the arrows, or reversing the arrows between the circles.
We have chosen a specific interpretation from a consideration of the context of the problem.
For each location on the ground, the model in Figure 1 specifies a joint probability distribution for the nine image layers. This is a distribution for approximately 3.3 million (2 x 6 8 ) possible states and is specified by
the order of 300 independent probabilistic rules i.e. probability statements about the values of an image at a particular location given the values of its parent images at that location. For this particular application, a number of rules were specified from a priori knowledge of the system. Probabilities for the remaining rules were estimated from the data by using the EM algorithm [7] , [8] .
Some technical details
We include some technical details here about the methods used in this paper. To begin, we need to define some notation. We write y 1 , y 2 , y 3 , y 4 for the images C89, C90, C93, C94 ; x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 for the images T89, T90, T93, T94 and z for the landform image L respectively. For example y 1 = ( y il , i = 1,…, n) and
where n denotes the number of pixels in each image (assumed the same) and x is , y is etc denotes the label at pixel i for image s. Probability distributions will be denoted as p( . ) e.g. p(x i1 x i2 … x in ) and conditional distributions by p(. | .) e.g. p( y il | x il ) . We will also use the letter q to denote conditional and unconditional probability distributions.
Independent pixels case
For Figure 1 the joint model for the observed and unobserved images can be written as n 4
where we define p( x il | x i0 z i ) = p(x il | z i ). To predict the true label, at each pixel i, we calculate p(x it | y i1 y i2 y i3 y i4 z i ) for t=1,4 using the efficient algorithm of Lauritzen and Spiegelhalter [11] . This produces a distribution for the true value at each pixel i. A class label can be selected, for example, by choosing the label with the maximum probability.
Handling spatial dependence
We construct a Gibbs distribution [12] , [13] for all the images by combining the model in (1) above with a Markov random field model for each of the images. Let x r(i)s = (x ks , k=1,…,n and k≠i) i.e. the rest of the labels excluding the label at pixel i in image s and define x n(i)s to be the set of labels of the eight nearest neighbours of pixel i in image x s . For s = 1, …,4 let p(x s ), p(y s ) and p(z) be strictly positive distributions with the property that for each pixel i
and similarly for p(y s ) and p(z) . The notion here is that the label at a pixel interacts with its nearest neighbours, see [12] and [9] . Given the above, the joint model is defined as
where F is the expression on the right hand side of Equation (1) and is a function of the images (x s , y s , s= 1,4) and z. U is a normalising constant. The idea is to combine the CPN model of Figure 1 with models which encourage clustering of the map classes in each of the maps.
From (3), we compute q(x 1 x 2 x 3 x 4 | y 1 y 2 y 3 y 4 z ) by the defining ratio and seek to find a set of class labels for the unobserved images with maximum probability given the observed images. Note that if the ordering is not important (with a slight abuse of notation) we can write (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 ) = ( x i1 , x i2 , x i3 , x i4 , x r(i)1 , x r(i)2 , x r(i)3 , x r(i)4 ).
Hence by Bayes rule q(x 1 x 2 x 3 x 4 | y 1 y 2 y 3 y 4 z ) = q(x i1 x i2 x i3 x i4 | x r(i)1 x r(i)2 x r(i)3 x r(i)4 y 1 y 2 y 3 y 4 z) q(x r(i)1 x r(i)2 x r(i)3 x r(i)4 | y 1 y 2 y 3 y 4 z ) (4) = q(x i1 x i2 x i3 x i4 | x n(i)1 x n(i)2 x n(i)3 x n(i)4 y i1 y i2 y i3 y i4 l i ) q(x r(i)1 x r(i)2 x r(i)3 x r(i)4 | y 1 y 2 y 3 y 4 z)
The second line of equation (4) follows on computing the defining ratio from (3) and using the Markov property (2). Another way of thinking about this is that Equation (3) defines a vector valued Markov random field.
From (3) and (2), the first term on the right hand side of (4) above is proportional to
The factorisation in (5) corresponds to a CPN with graph as in Figure 5 below.
Figure 2: Modified conditional probability network which allows for spatial dependence
Note that this is simply Figure 1 augmented with some "dummy" neighbour nodes N89, N90, N93 and N94.
It follows that existing algorithms for implementing the calculations of [11] in the case of independent pixels can be used here to calculate the appropriately normalised version of (5). All that is required is minor modifications to handle local neighbour information in the images, see also [2] and [6] .
A cyclic ascent algorithm for doing the maximisation proceeds as follows:
1. start with initial estimates of the unobserved images x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 e.g. by using the results for the independent pixels case 2. visit each pixel in turn and at pixel i use (5) to compute q(x i1 x i2 x i3 x i4 | x n(i)1 x n(i)2 x n(i)3 x n(i)4 y i1 y i2 y i3 y i4 z i )
Choose map classes x i1 x i2 x i3 x i4 to maximise (6) . Another strategy at this point is to choose labels for the unobserved maps individually by maximising the marginal distributions q (x it | x n(i)1 x n(i)2 x n(i)3 x n(i)4 y i1 y i2 y i3 y i4 z i ) for t=1,…,4. The results presented here use this approach.
Continue cycling over all pixels until convergence.
To use the algorithm in practice requires the specification of parameters in the model. The specific Markov random field model used here was
where N(x is ) is the number of 8 nearest neighbours of pixel i with label x is , see for example [9] . For illustrative purposes we have used α s = 0 and β s = 1 for all s. These parameters can be varied to change the relative weighting between image data and contextual information. The probabilities p(y it | x it ) are assumed to be the same for each pixel and are estimated from error rates derived from the classification process. The remaining probabilities in (1) are estimated by the EM algorithm [2] , [7] ignoring spatial dependence.
Alternative estimation procedures such as coding or pseudo likelihood could also be used [ 9] , [14] .
The algorithm of [15] can be used for models with continuous-valued images and mixtures of discrete and continuous valued images with spatial dependence. We hope to report results at a later date.
Results
We used the CPN defined by Figure 1 to predict the true ground cover images (maps) T89, T90, T93 and T94, given the classified images C89, C90, C93, C94 and the landform L. Uncertainties in each of these input images were propagated through the CPN, giving posterior probability images for each of the "true" maps. We also ran the CPN with and without spatial correlation included. For illustrative purposes, the most likely class maps for T93 are given in Figures 3 (without spatial correlation) and 4 (with spatial correlation) below, with roads overlaid in black. Note the reduction in "speckle" in Figure 4 .
Figure 3: 1993 ground cover predicted by temporal CPN
The classification accuracies for an independent (i.e. not used in any model fitting) set of validation data are given in Table 1 below. This data consists of sites spread about the diagonal of the study area within an area occupying approximately one third of the region. In the table, spatial classification refers to the method defined in [9] and [10] , but ignoring landform; the temporal model is the CPN of Figure 1 A table of pixel counts for all possible combinations of sequences through time is given in Table 2 .
A few classes from the corresponding 16-class image are shown in Figure 4 . A priori, sequences with more than one salt/not salt transition are unlikely, since ground which is saltaffected is likely to stay that way. Table 2 shows that the predicted frequencies of such transitions are very small. Hence the model has succeeded in producing the sort of temporal consistency we would expect.
Saline land which becomes non-salt-affected is rare, so that these pixels are likely to be incorrectly classified as salt initially; however a focus on genuine cases of these pixels may also provide insight into the land rehabilitation process. 
Conclusions
Sensor derived data and expert temporal and contextual data can be combined in a rigorous framework using CPN's. The example considered suggests that CPNs are a useful tool for integrating data for environmental monitoring problems. They enable the effective combination of uncertain information from many different sources and model parameters can easily be estimated from the data and/or supplied by experts in the area.
The calculations required by the models can be performed by an efficient algorithm [11] . Our experience has shown that analysing sequences of full TM scenes with the methods of this paper is computationally feasible.
